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The modern student faces many different types 

of behavioral threats and challenges.

• Bullying

• Dating Violence

• Street Harassment

• Youth Violence• Youth Violence

• Cyber Bullying

• Sexual Assault

• Peer Pressure

• Drugs and Alcohol

• Drunk and Distracted Driving



Students are typically given a wide variety of 

suggestions,  advice, and methods to handle 

these behaviors by a host of different “experts”.

• The diverse nature and vast quantity of this well 

meaning instruction leads to information overload. 

• The students ignore and discount the information if • The students ignore and discount the information if 

they feel it is irrelevant to their own particular 

circumstances.

• The students see each type of behavior as isolated 

and unrelated to the other behaviors.  No universal 

concept is provided.



Progressive Boundary Setting is a universal 

concept that spans the majority of unwanted 

behaviors concerning school age youth.

• The concept of respecting, communicating, and 

enforcing behavioral limits is central and universal to 

individuals and to society as a whole.individuals and to society as a whole.

• It applies directly to each of the wide variety of 

unwanted behaviors previously listed.

• It highlights the similarities in each of the behaviors.

• It empowers individuals to handle the behaviors in 

their varying roles as targets, perpetrators, friends, 

bystanders, onlookers, and enforcing agents.



Teaching Progressive Boundary Setting begins 

by outlining the “big picture”.

• Students are provided with examples and 
illustrations of how civilization is based upon 
respecting, communicating, and enforcing the rules 
of society.

• How disregarding these rules and behavioral limits • How disregarding these rules and behavioral limits 
leads to disorder, anti-social behavior, and mayhem.

• How society is made up of the collective actions of 
individuals.

• How individuals show respect for the behavior limits 
of others and society.



Students are then provided with the core 

concepts of Progressive Boundary Setting.

• Progressive Responses™ (A series of pre-determined 

escalating responses designed to limit behavior)

• Progressive Fence™ (Specific higher level responses 

for communicating and enforcing behavior limits)for communicating and enforcing behavior limits)

– Visual Fence™ (body language)

– Verbal Fence™ (assertive phrases)

– Physical Fence™ (bodily actions)

• Just Right Response™ (not too aggressive and not too 

timid of a response)



Progressive Responses

• The Progressive Responses are a series of escalating 

pre-determined actions that are initiated by the 

“Trigger to Act”. They use assertive communication 

and actions to limit behavior. They are enforced by 

the next higher level response.



The Progressive Fence

Assume that you are walking down the sidewalk. In front of you is 

a street promoter handing out flyers.

• If you are not interested in receiving a flyer, you would engage your 

Visual Fence. You use body language to communicate that you do not 

want the flyer.  want the flyer.  

•If the promoter, ignores your signal and approaches, you engage the 

Verbal Fence by stating “Thank you, but I am not interested.” If he 

thrusts his arm in front of you blocking your path, you assertively brush 

it aside with your hand while repeating “Not interested!”. 

•Your “brush off” was your Physical Fence. You have used the concept 

of the Progressive Fence to communicate your feelings in an escalating 

manner as the situation warranted.



The Progressive Fence

You are waiting at the bus stop. A man attempts to

“catch your eye”. 

• You engage the Visual Fence and confidently occupy yourself with • You engage the Visual Fence and confidently occupy yourself with 

tasks (reading, texting, etc) in order to convey that you  are not 

interested in interacting with him.  He approaches you and attempts to 

start a conversation. 

• You engage the Verbal Fence and state that you are “not interested 
in conversation.”  He ignores your statement and comes closer. 

• You engage the Physical Fence by raising both your arms in front of 

you with palms forward. You firmly state “Not interested! Step back!”



The Just Right Response (not too big and not too little)

Under Reaction
You are walking down the street. You notice someone nearby who gives you a “creepy 

feeling”. 

� You immediately look down and hunch your shoulders.  

� You hope he doesn’t see you.  

� You think he might be following you, but you are too afraid to look.  

� You want to run, but you keep walking in order to not appear afraid.

� You don’t know what to do next.� You don’t know what to do next.

Over Reaction
You are walking down the street. A man looks at you and says something 
you feel is “offensive”.

� You become infuriated, and glare at him aggressively.

� You tell him to “shut up”.

� You call him an “&^%$#”.

� You give him the “finger”.

� You yell and scream at him.

� You throw your coffee in his general direction.



Examples, discussion, and role playing are used 

to illustrate how the core concepts are used in 

the student’s everyday lives.

• The flexibility of Progressive Boundary Setting allows 
for the specific topics and scenarios used to vary 
depending upon the demographics and interests of 
the participant group.the participant group.

• The student are asked to provide scenarios that are 
relevant to their lives and the topic at hand.

• “Tell me and I'll forget; show me and I may 

remember; involve me and I'll understand.” is the 
basis of the Progressive Boundary Setting 

presentation.



Comparison are made of how other members 

of society use Progressive Responses and the 

Progressive Fence to limit behaviors.

• Police

• School teachers

• Administrators

• Parents• Parents

• Team Captains

• Babysitters

• Government

• Employers



Students will leave the presentation with a new 

awareness and appreciation of Progressive 

Boundary Setting in society.

• They should be able to remember and relate the core 
concepts of Progressive Boundary Setting to actual 
situations in their own lives.

• They should be able to identify the use of the • They should be able to identify the use of the 
Progressive Fence when initiated by others.

• They should be able to identify when they have 
employed the Progressive Fence in the past.

• They should have a greater understanding of how to 
employ the Progressive Fence in the future.
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